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HP Workpath. The app ecosystem for HP MFPs.

How HP Workpath can help you:

Make digital transformation easier. Introduce your customers to HP Workpath’s 
powerful productivity-enhancing apps for HP MFPs. Here’s what it can  

do for your business.

Future-proof your MPS 
business

Give your customers the digital 
transformation tools they’re searching for. 

HP Workpath is a key part of the digital-
rst future – for both your customers and 

your business.

LEARN MORE

Elevate your sales 
and prots

With HP Workpath, you can offer customers 
personalised paperless solutions that rise 

above the competition while helping 
customers achieve their digital 

transformation goals. 

LEARN MORE

Get up and  
running, fast

Design seamless solutions and delightful 
experiences built around a wide range of 

existing, white label or custom apps 
developed within the Android Studio 

framework and with HP’s  
industry-leading security.

LEARN MORE

GET STARTED

HP Workpath apps are free for HP Partners to download until the end of January 2020. Perfect for installing at either low or 
no cost on customers’ MFPs then using as the basis of a full RFP.   

Launch HP Workpath with a no-cost Proof of Concept

40% of companies are converting more than one process to paper-free each year.1 

HP Workpath, the new channel-optimised platform, equips you to help your customers realise this goal. 



6 reasons your customers will love HP Workpath

Speed
Accelerate customer productivity by 

reducing scanning workow steps by 70%.4  

Secure
HP’s industry-leading security gives customers 
the reassurance their condential data enjoys 

in-depth protection.5 

Future-proof
The HP Workpath ecosystem is growing all the 

time and already includes over 30 apps for 
European market. 

Choice
Offer customers dedicated apps for leading 
HR, accounting, le sharing and many more 

software platforms.

Easy
No additional infrastructure needed: HP 

Workpath is a exible and scalable cloud-
based solution.

It just works
Intuitive app interfaces mean your 

customers’ end users benet from stable 
and seamless experiences.
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Future-proof your MPS business

HP Workpath. The app ecosystem for HP MFPs.
Make digital transformation easier. Introduce your customers to HP Workpath’s 

powerful productivity-enhancing apps for HP MFPs. Here’s what it can  
do for your business.

Why HP Workpath is an unmissable opportunity for your business

How Partners are winning with 
HP Workpath

Find out what makes HP Workpath a big deal for you, for your customers and your  
bottom line. 

HP Workpath helps you win and retain customers by offering an 
intuitive app experience that helps solve their workow and 
digital transformation challenges while growing your revenues. 

Take control  
of digital 
transformation  
 
Accelerate your customers’ journeys 
to digital transformation with HP 
Workpath: the platform that’s 
purpose-built for Partners. You 
retain full control of apps, pricing 
and management, while customers 
enjoy digital workows with easy-
to-use smartphone-like interfaces.

Fight back against 
falling MPS 
margins. 
 
Open new revenue opportunities by 
creating differentiated value-added 
services around HP Workpath apps, 
all while using remote HP 
Workpath’s remote management 
tools to avoid costly on-site 
maintenance. 

Apps your 
customers will 
love 
 
What sets HP Workpath apart from 
the rest? In short, a user experience 
your customers and their end users 
will love. Intuitive and familiar, yet 
powerful. HP Workpath apps and 
workows are easy to customise, 
and adapt in response to changing 
customer needs. 

How Partners are winning with HP Workpath

Kuario
HP Workpath was pivotal in enabling 
Kuario to develop a revolutionary new 
app that enables mobile payments at 
all types of printers and vending 
machines. 

Gramedia
Healthcare specialist Grafmedia is using 
HP Workpath to streamline medical 
information workows thanks to more 
efficient printing and scanning.

Soluciones
See how an HP Partner in Buenos Aires 
is using HP Workpath to develop 
innovative new applications that help 
customers solve unique workow 
challenges.

Essential sales enablement tools

HP Workpath 
brochure

Looking for the perfect introduction 
to HP Workpath for you and your 

clients? This is all you need

READ MORE

Building resilience into 
digital transformation

Read this report from IDC and learn 
why resilience is essential for 

successful digital transformation

READ MORE

We put HP Workpath head-to-head against other MFP app vendors

HP Workpath vs. The competition

FIND OUT MORE

Open new incremental services revenue streams by improving 
customer workows without the need to invest in costly 
infrastructure.

Strengthen your offers 

Transform your operating model

Raise your value

Capitalise on HP’s large install base

HP apps customer 
presentation

Explore the full range of HP apps 
and discover what they can do

READ MORE

Digital transformation 
across sectors

See what digital transformation 
means for banking, insurance, 

healthcare, government, and retail

READ MORE

HP Workpath Apps 
Animatic

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Donec id 

vestibulum purus

READ MORE

Which HP devices can run 
Workpath?

See the full list of compatible 
devices and which devices require 

upgrading

READ MORE

Digitally transform your 
organisation

What is digital transformation and 
what does it mean for your clients? 

IDC explains

READ MORE

FAQs

What is digital transformation and 
what does it mean for your clients? 

IDC explains

READ MORE

Explore the apps
More and more apps are being added to the HP Workpath 
ecosystem all the time, so it can enhance an ever-increasing 
variety of customer workows. Get started with HP Workpath 
now and you’ll get FREE access to the apps until January 2020.

The HP Workpath app ecosystem includes both vertically 
focused apps for attractive target markets like education, plus 
‘horizontal’ apps for essential business functions including 
accounting, HR and le sharing. 

Help teachers print their lesson resources from anywhere and 
without losing the lastest changes.

Moodle (Education) 

Skuario (Education)

Quickbooks (Accounting)

Print to/from cloud 

HP Workpath gives you the control to customise existing Lighthouse apps and to create 
your own apps from the ground up. The potential is enormous: now you can give your 
clients exactly what they need, MFP apps that meet their specific charging workflows. 

Create your own apps

FIND OUT MORE

Easy deployment 
with HP Command 
Center 
 
The HP Command Center gives HP 
Partners a single convenient portal 
for remotely managing the 
complete lifecycle of customers’ HP 
Workpath apps and workow 
solutions.  
 
Roll out apps to thousands of 
devices remotely with no need to 
visit customer sites or get hands-on 
with MFPs – a great way to save 
costs and increase your margin. Set 
up devices, install and manage 
apps, then manage accounts 
devices and users.  

Get trained and certied on HP Command Center 

Gain and grow HP Workpath skills at HP  
University on our Partner First portal

FIND OUT MORE

Introduction to HP Workpath  
(formerly known as “HP JetAdvantage Apps”):  

Course ID 0108510

HP Command Center Web Based Training:  
Course ID 01079855

Access or sign-up for  
HP Command Center now

Access or sign-up for  
HP Command Center now

HP Partners can access support, explore a great choice of HP Workpath resources and get 
help to troubleshoot any challenges they encounter at the HP Command Center.  

 
Log in or register now to request help

Tap in to expert support and training anytime you need

Give your customers a taste of productivity-boosting HP Workpath free of charge, if you choose,  
for up to 3 months. 

Try HP Workpath apps at no cost until end January 2020

REGISTER NOW

Submit your HP 
Workpath 
reference case for 
publication 
 
Have you installed HP Workpath 
apps as part of a pilot or proof of 
concept? Tell us what happened and 
if it’s a great story we’ll publish it at 
no cost to you in a co-branded case 
study. 
 
Share your story

Spotted a gap in the HP Workpath app portfolio? We’d love to hear from you. We can’t guarantee every idea 
we receive will be made into an app, but we promise to listen to your opinions and take them into account as 

we expand the HP Workpath ecosystem.

Got an idea for a new app? We want to hear it!

REGISTER NOW
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Offer customers real innovation

HP Workpath. The app ecosystem for HP MFPs.
Make digital transformation easier. Introduce your customers to HP Workpath’s 

powerful productivity-enhancing apps for HP MFPs. Here’s what it can  
do for your business.

Win and upsell customers with differentiated workow solutions
HP Workpath is a new way to deliver time-saving productivity to your clients, with appealing 

and intuitive solutions that helping them accelerate digital transformation.

Turn good 
customers into 
great ones 
 
Give your customers what they 
really want: new ways to boost their 
productivity. With powerful apps 
that shorten complex admin tasks, 
you’ll improve customer loyalty, 
boost your reputation within your 
customer businesses, and bring 
fresh sales conversations to the 
table. 

Stand out against 
your competitors 
 
HP Workpath offers seamless 
integrations with cloud services and 
third-party apps. Your customers 
benet from trusted HP security, 
with each app tested and validated 
by HP before being approved. And 
once installed, each app runs in its 
own container. Partners retain full 
control of the customer-facing apps 
and pricing. 

Low-risk platform, 
high-margin sales  
 
Boost prots without rocking the 
boat. HP Workpath offers three 
ways to sell: offer apps from the 
Workpath Apps catalog, customise 
HP’s white label apps, or build your 
own apps from the ground up – or a 
combination of all three. You’ll be 
offering new innovations that are 
still familiar to your customers. 

6 reasons your customers will love HP Workpath

Speed
Accelerate customer productivity by 

reducing scanning workow steps by 70%.4  

Secure
HP’s industry-leading security gives customers 
the reassurance their condential data enjoys 

in-depth protection.5 

Future-proof
The HP Workpath ecosystem is growing all the 

time and already includes over 30 apps for 
European market. 

Choice
Offer customers dedicated apps for leading 
HR, accounting, le sharing and many more 

software platforms.

Easy
No additional infrastructure needed: HP 

Workpath is a exible and scalable cloud-
based solution.

It just works
Intuitive app interfaces mean your 

customers’ end users benet from stable 
and seamless experiences.

How Partners are winning with 
HP Workpath
HP Workpath helps you win and retain customers by offering an 
intuitive app experience that helps solve their workow and 
digital transformation challenges while growing your revenues. 

How Partners are winning with HP Workpath

Kuario
HP Workpath was pivotal in enabling 
Kuario to develop a revolutionary new 
app that enables mobile payments at 
all types of printers and vending 
machines. 

Gramedia
Healthcare specialist Grafmedia is using 
HP Workpath to streamline medical 
information workows thanks to more 
efficient printing and scanning.

Soluciones
See how an HP Partner in Buenos Aires 
is using HP Workpath to develop 
innovative new applications that help 
customers solve unique workow 
challenges.

Essential sales enablement tools

HP Workpath 
brochure

Looking for the perfect introduction 
to HP Workpath for you and your 

clients? This is all you need

READ MORE

Building resilience into 
digital transformation

Read this report from IDC and learn 
why resilience is essential for 

successful digital transformation

READ MORE

We put HP Workpath head-to-head against other MFP app vendors

HP Workpath vs. The competition

FIND OUT MORE

Open new incremental services revenue streams by improving 
customer workows without the need to invest in costly 
infrastructure.

Strengthen your offers 

Transform your operating model

Raise your value

Capitalise on HP’s large install base

HP apps customer 
presentation

Explore the full range of HP apps 
and discover what they can do

READ MORE

Digital transformation 
across sectors

See what digital transformation 
means for banking, insurance, 

healthcare, government, and retail

READ MORE

HP Workpath Apps 
Animatic

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Donec id 

vestibulum purus

READ MORE

Which HP devices can run 
Workpath?

See the full list of compatible 
devices and which devices require 

upgrading

READ MORE

Digitally transform your 
organisation

What is digital transformation and 
what does it mean for your clients? 

IDC explains

READ MORE

FAQs

What is digital transformation and 
what does it mean for your clients? 

IDC explains

READ MORE

Explore the apps
More and more apps are being added to the HP Workpath 
ecosystem all the time, so it can enhance an ever-increasing 
variety of customer workows. Get started with HP Workpath 
now and you’ll get FREE access to the apps until January 2020.

The HP Workpath app ecosystem includes both vertically 
focused apps for attractive target markets like education, plus 
‘horizontal’ apps for essential business functions including 
accounting, HR and le sharing. 

Help teachers print their lesson resources from anywhere and 
without losing the lastest changes.

Moodle (Education) 

Skuario (Education)

Quickbooks (Accounting)

Print to/from cloud 

HP Workpath gives you the control to customise existing Lighthouse apps and to create 
your own apps from the ground up. The potential is enormous: now you can give your 
clients exactly what they need, MFP apps that meet their specific charging workflows. 

Create your own apps

FIND OUT MORE

Easy deployment 
with HP Command 
Center 
 
The HP Command Center gives HP 
Partners a single convenient portal 
for remotely managing the 
complete lifecycle of customers’ HP 
Workpath apps and workow 
solutions.  
 
Roll out apps to thousands of 
devices remotely with no need to 
visit customer sites or get hands-on 
with MFPs – a great way to save 
costs and increase your margin. Set 
up devices, install and manage 
apps, then manage accounts 
devices and users.  

Get trained and certied on HP Command Center 

Gain and grow HP Workpath skills at HP  
University on our Partner First portal

FIND OUT MORE

Introduction to HP Workpath  
(formerly known as “HP JetAdvantage Apps”):  

Course ID 0108510

HP Command Center Web Based Training:  
Course ID 01079855

Access or sign-up for  
HP Command Center now

Access or sign-up for  
HP Command Center now

HP Partners can access support, explore a great choice of HP Workpath resources and get 
help to troubleshoot any challenges they encounter at the HP Command Center.  

 
Log in or register now to request help

Tap in to expert support and training anytime you need

Give your customers a taste of productivity-boosting HP Workpath free of charge, if you choose,  
for up to 3 months. 

Try HP Workpath apps at no cost until end January 2020

REGISTER NOW

Submit your HP 
Workpath 
reference case for 
publication 
 
Have you installed HP Workpath 
apps as part of a pilot or proof of 
concept? Tell us what happened and 
if it’s a great story we’ll publish it at 
no cost to you in a co-branded case 
study. 
 
Share your story

Spotted a gap in the HP Workpath app portfolio? We’d love to hear from you. We can’t guarantee every idea 
we receive will be made into an app, but we promise to listen to your opinions and take them into account as 

we expand the HP Workpath ecosystem.

Got an idea for a new app? We want to hear it!

REGISTER NOW
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Discover exciting new MFP apps

HP Workpath. The app ecosystem for HP MFPs.
Make digital transformation easier. Introduce your customers to HP Workpath’s 

powerful productivity-enhancing apps for HP MFPs. Here’s what it can  

HP Workpath. Easy to set-up, easy to manage, easy to love.
With its fully developed rollout and maintenance tools, HP Workpath is a technical team’s dream.

Central 
deployment from 
a single web portal 
 
HP Workpath brings its own 
integrated ecosystem, making it 
easy to deploy apps to entire eets 
of MFPs from your central HP 
Command Center. You’ll spend less 
time and cost thanks to easy cloud 
deployment, remote maintenance 
and management.

Develop your own 
custom apps 
 
Now you can go one step further 
and sell customers entirely bespoke 
apps, developed using the industry-
standard Android Studio framework 
(so there’s no need to learn new 
development languages). Don’t 
have in-house developers? No 
problem – HP can hook you up with 
the right partners.  

Built for security 
from the ground 
up 
 
HP whitelists every app to help 
ensure peace of mind, while HP is 
the only vendor that re-checks 
every 28 days. Each app is run 
securely in its own container 
separate from the device rmware. 
HP Sure Start and HP Connection 
Inspector lock down essential 
components and help identify 
suspicious traffic and behaviours.

6 reasons your customers will love HP Workpath

Speed
Accelerate customer productivity by 

reducing scanning workow steps by 70%.4  

Secure
HP’s industry-leading security gives customers 
the reassurance their condential data enjoys 

in-depth protection.5 

Future-proof
The HP Workpath ecosystem is growing all the 

time and already includes over 30 apps for 
European market. 

Choice
Offer customers dedicated apps for leading 
HR, accounting, le sharing and many more 

software platforms.

Easy
No additional infrastructure needed: HP 

Workpath is a exible and scalable cloud-
based solution.

It just works
Intuitive app interfaces mean your 

customers’ end users benet from stable 
and seamless experiences.

How Partners are winning with 
HP Workpath
HP Workpath helps you win and retain customers by offering an 
intuitive app experience that helps solve their workow and 
digital transformation challenges while growing your revenues. 

How Partners are winning with HP Workpath

Kuario
HP Workpath was pivotal in enabling 
Kuario to develop a revolutionary new 
app that enables mobile payments at 
all types of printers and vending 
machines. 

Gramedia
Healthcare specialist Grafmedia is using 
HP Workpath to streamline medical 
information workows thanks to more 
efficient printing and scanning.

Soluciones
See how an HP Partner in Buenos Aires 
is using HP Workpath to develop 
innovative new applications that help 
customers solve unique workow 
challenges.

Essential sales enablement tools

HP Workpath 
brochure

Looking for the perfect introduction 
to HP Workpath for you and your 

clients? This is all you need

READ MORE

Building resilience into 
digital transformation

Read this report from IDC and learn 
why resilience is essential for 

successful digital transformation

READ MORE

We put HP Workpath head-to-head against other MFP app vendors

HP Workpath vs. The competition

FIND OUT MORE

Open new incremental services revenue streams by improving 
customer workows without the need to invest in costly 
infrastructure.

Strengthen your offers 

Transform your operating model

Raise your value

Capitalise on HP’s large install base

HP apps customer 
presentation

Explore the full range of HP apps 
and discover what they can do

READ MORE

Digital transformation 
across sectors

See what digital transformation 
means for banking, insurance, 

healthcare, government, and retail

READ MORE

HP Workpath Apps 
Animatic

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Donec id 

vestibulum purus

READ MORE

Which HP devices can run 
Workpath?

See the full list of compatible 
devices and which devices require 

upgrading

READ MORE

Digitally transform your 
organisation

What is digital transformation and 
what does it mean for your clients? 

IDC explains

READ MORE

FAQs

What is digital transformation and 
what does it mean for your clients? 

IDC explains

READ MORE

Explore the apps
More and more apps are being added to the HP Workpath 
ecosystem all the time, so it can enhance an ever-increasing 
variety of customer workows. Get started with HP Workpath 
now and you’ll get FREE access to the apps until January 2020.

The HP Workpath app ecosystem includes both vertically 
focused apps for attractive target markets like education, plus 
‘horizontal’ apps for essential business functions including 
accounting, HR and le sharing. 

Help teachers print their lesson resources from anywhere and 
without losing the lastest changes.

Moodle (Education) 

Skuario (Education)

Quickbooks (Accounting)

Print to/from cloud 

HP Workpath gives you the control to customise existing Lighthouse apps and to create 
your own apps from the ground up. The potential is enormous: now you can give your 
clients exactly what they need, MFP apps that meet their specific charging workflows. 

Create your own apps

FIND OUT MORE

Easy deployment 
with HP Command 
Center 
 
The HP Command Center gives HP 
Partners a single convenient portal 
for remotely managing the 
complete lifecycle of customers’ HP 
Workpath apps and workow 
solutions.  
 
Roll out apps to thousands of 
devices remotely with no need to 
visit customer sites or get hands-on 
with MFPs – a great way to save 
costs and increase your margin. Set 
up devices, install and manage 
apps, then manage accounts 
devices and users.  

Get trained and certied on HP Command Center 

Gain and grow HP Workpath skills at HP  
University on our Partner First portal

FIND OUT MORE

Introduction to HP Workpath  
(formerly known as “HP JetAdvantage Apps”):  

Course ID 0108510

HP Command Center Web Based Training:  
Course ID 01079855

Access or sign-up for  
HP Command Center now

Access or sign-up for  
HP Command Center now

HP Partners can access support, explore a great choice of HP Workpath resources and get 
help to troubleshoot any challenges they encounter at the HP Command Center.  

 
Log in or register now to request help

Tap in to expert support and training anytime you need

Give your customers a taste of productivity-boosting HP Workpath free of charge, if you choose,  
for up to 3 months. 

Try HP Workpath apps at no cost until end January 2020

REGISTER NOW

Submit your HP 
Workpath 
reference case for 
publication 
 
Have you installed HP Workpath 
apps as part of a pilot or proof of 
concept? Tell us what happened and 
if it’s a great story we’ll publish it at 
no cost to you in a co-branded case 
study. 
 
Share your story

Spotted a gap in the HP Workpath app portfolio? We’d love to hear from you. We can’t guarantee every idea 
we receive will be made into an app, but we promise to listen to your opinions and take them into account as 

we expand the HP Workpath ecosystem.

Got an idea for a new app? We want to hear it!

REGISTER NOW


